Abstract. In this paper we address the problem of describing in explicit algebraic terms the collective structure of the coadjoint orbits of a connected, simply connected exponential solvable Lie group G. We construct a partition p of the dual g* of the Lie algebra 9 of G into finitely many Ad*(G)-invariant algebraic sets with the following properties. For each ii e p, there is a subset X of ii which is a cross-section for the coadjoint orbits in ii and such that the natural mapping ii/Ad*(G) -► X is bicontinuous. Each Z is the image of an analytic Ad*(G)-invariant function P on ii and is an algebraic subset of 0* . The partition p has a total ordering such that for each ii € p, U{£2' : ii' < ii} is Zariski open. For each ii there is a cone W c fl* , such that ii is naturally a fiber bundle over £ with fiber W and projection P. There is a covering of I by finitely many Zariski open subsets O such that in each O , there is an explicit local trivialization 0: P-1 (O) -> W x O . Finally, we show that if ii is the minimal element of p (containing the generic orbits), then its cross-section X is a differentiable submanifold of a* . It follows that there is a dense open subset U of G~ such that U has the structure of a differentiable manifold and G~ ~ U has Plancherel measure zero.
Introduction
Let G be a connected, simply connected exponential solvable Lie group with Lie algebra g. Denote by K the canonical bijection from the set $*/G of orbits in g* under the coadjoint representation Ad* of G onto the dual G~ of G. In the nilpotent case, L. Pukanszky in [18] (cf. also [16] ) gives a detailed and explicit description of the collective structure on the "generic" coadjoint orbits. He then obtains a very explicit form of the Plancherel theorem for nilpotent groups [16] . Pukanszky's methods actually apply to the "singular" orbits as well, and the resulting description of g* ¡G has found more recent applications. For example in [14] , N. V. Pedersen obtains, for any irreducible representation n of a nilpotent Lie group, a finite set of explicitly constructible generators for the kernel of dn in the enveloping algebra U(gc). L. Corwin and F. Greenleaf in [2] use Pukanszky's description to obtain the spectral decomposition for induced representations for nilpotent groups in terms of the orbit picture. Again the results here are quite explicit; in particular, given the spectral decomposition for an induced representation, a criterion is given for (generic) finite multiplicity.
In this paper we shall give a detailed and explicit description of the collective structure of the space g*/C7 in the case that G is exponential.
We note that most (but not all) of the above results on spectral decomposition were later obtained by R. Lipsman [10] by somewhat simpler methods where the use of the Pukanszky description is kept to a minimum. Lipsman's approach to spectral decomposition applies to a broad class of groups including the completely solvable groups [9, 11] . In the exponential case, there is a Plancherel theorem (cf. [5] ) and the spectral decomposition of induced and restricted representations has (much more recently) been described by H. Fujiwara [6, 8] , again by means of the orbit method. However, a criterion for generic finite multiplicity in the exponential case is not known.
We recall the results on the structure of g*/C7 in the nilpotent case. In [18] It is shown that there is an Ad*(C7)-invariant Zariski open subset Q of g*, and a subspace V in g*, such that the coadjoint orbits in Q all have the same dimension, and such that the algebraic set I = Í2 n V is a crosssection for q*/G, that is, I meets each orbit in Q exactly once. There is a rational Ad*(G)-invariant function P : Q -> Q such that I = P(Q.), and the natural bijection between ÇI/G and X is a homeomorphism. Finally, there is a subspace W in g* and a computable, rational, nonsingular map 0 : Xx W -> Q such that for each l g Z, ©([,•) is a polynomial map whose graph is the orbit of l. Recall also that the bijection K is a homeomorphism [1] (where Gc arries the hull kernel topology, and g*¡G the quotient topology). Thus if G is nilpotent, there is a dense, open subset of G~ which has the structure of a differentiable manifold.
It is easily seen that Pukanszky's technique yields a partition of g* by a finite collection of algebraic subsets {Qe} such that for each Qe, one obtains objects Ve , Ie, We, and &e analogous to the above. There is a natural total ordering of {£le} such that the minimal element is Q, and for each Q.e, |J{^" : Çle, < Úe} is Zariski open. The Qe and all associated objects depend only on the choice of a Jordan-Holder basis for g ; once such a basis is chosen, the constructions for all these objects are quite explicit. The ordering of the ile and the algebraic computability of the cross-sections make this version of Pukanszky's result particularly useful. The partition {ile} has been useful in the solvable case as well. For example in [13] , N. V. Pedersen obtains a character formula for an irreducible representation the construction of which depends only on the layer Qe containing the associated orbit (cf. also [15] ). In the solvable case however, given a layer Çle, it is not possible to construct a "nice" cross-section ~Le for Qe as in the nilpotent case. In particular, if £2 is the Zariski-open layer of Pukanszky, then Q./G may not be a manifold even in the algebraic completely solvable case. In this paper we show that in the exponential solvable case there is a finite refinement of the partition {£le} such that in each of the refined layers, one can obtain computable objects analogous to V, X, W , and O. This refined partition also has a nice ordering, and the layers are algebraic subsets of g*. Our constructions depend only on a choice of bases for g and its complexification gc (the latter being a Jordan-Holder basis).
To be more precise, we state an abbreviated version of the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem. Let G be a connected, simply connected exponential solvable Lie group with Lie algebra g, and let {Zx, Z2,..., Zn} be a Jordan-Holder basis of gc. Let fj = Zj (1 < j < n) be the dual basis in g*. Then there is a finite partition p of g*, computable in terms of the above Jordan-Holder basis, with the following properties:
(a) each fiep is G-invariant, (b) for a given fie p, the dimension of the coadjoint orbits in fi is constant, (c) there is a total ordering fii < Q2 < ■ ■ ■ < fiu of p such that for each fi, U{fi': fi' < fi} is Zariski open in g*.
Given fi G p, there is a subspace V in g* and a cone W in g*, and there are associated to fi indices i and <p, for each j e i a complex valued rational function Pj on g* and for each j e f, a complex valued rational function q¡ on g* such that (d) Pj is nonsingular on fi, and q¡ is nonsingular and nonzero on fi, and G-semiinvariant, (e) the set Z = {( e V n fi : />,(() = 0, jet, |^([)|2 = 1, j e tp} is a cross-section for the coadjoint orbits in fi.
Moreover there is an analytic G-invariant function P : fi -> fi such that P(fi) = Z, there is a cone W(Q.) in g* and a cover of Z by Zariski open sets O with the following property. For each O, there is an analytic map 6 : P~x(0) -> W(Çï) x O such that for each XeO, 0_1(-, X) is an analytic diffeomorphism of W(Ç£) with the coadjoint orbit of X. In particular fi is a fiber bundle over Z with fiber W(£l) and projection P.
The notation and wording of this theorem follows to some extent that of Theorem 1 of [2] , in which Pukanszky's result for the nilpotent case is stated in its more general form. We remark that if G is completely solvable, then the bundle structure of each fi is trivial. The details of the completely solvable case are in [4] . In any case, if fi is the minimal element of p and Z its cross-section, then we show that Z is a smooth submanifold of g*.
In the exponential case, it is known that K is bicontinuous on a dense open subset of G~ [7] , in fact, there is a computable partition of g*/C (which includes a dense open set) on each element of which K is bicontinuous [3] .
Combining the above results with Corollary 4.8 of [3] , we have the following result.
Theorem. Let G be as in the above theorem. There is a dense open subset U of G~ suchthat U has the structure of a differentiable manifold (whose underlying topology is the relative hull-kernel topology on U) and G~ ~ U has Plancherel measure zero. 1 . A LAYERING OF g* Let G be a connected, simply connected exponential solvable Lie group with Lie algebra g. We begin by choosing a basis Xx, X2, ... , X" of g with the following properties. Set Qj = spanjA^ , X2, ... , Xj} ; we choose our basis so that for some p (1 < p < n) qp is the nilradical of g, and so that if g; is not an ideal, then $j+i is an ideal, 1 < j < n. We shall call such a basis a "good basis" of g. Let I = {j : qj is an ideal}, I' = {j e I : j -\ e 1}, I" = I ~ V. Let e¡ = X* (I < j < n) be the dual basis in g*. For I e g*, X e g, let [X, I] = ad*X([); we denote the coadjoint action of G on g* multiplicatively. Consider next the complexification gc of g ; we have g C gc as a subalgebra^and we extend elements l G g* to gc in the natural way so that g* = {l G g* : l(Z) = l(Z)~} . Define elements Zj (1 < j < n) of gc as follows. Fix j, 1 <;'<«; if ; G /' set Z¡ = Xj , and if j G /", set Z¡_x = AT/_i + iXj and Zj -Xj-i -iX¡. The set {¿i, Z2, ..., Z"] constitutes a Jordan-Holder basis of gc ; we shall refer to it as the Jordan-Holder basis corresponding to the good basis {X\, X2, ... , X"} of g. Let s; be the ideal in gc spanned by {Zi ,Z2, ... , Zj} 1 < j < n . Let /} = Z* (1 < j < n) be the dual basis in g*. Note that for each j, if j e T , then f} = e¡, while if j e I" , then fj-\ = (ej-i -iej)/2, f = (ej-i + iej)/2.
Let Vj = spanR{e7+1, ... ,en}, W¡ = spanR{í>i, ... ,e¡} = g* ¡V¡, 1 < j < n. Let 7tj : g* -> W¡ the projection parallel to Vj. Then for each /, Vjis a Gsubmodule of g*, and W¡ is naturally a G-module such that S7ij(l) = 7ij(sl), s e G, l g g*. For each j, 1 < j < n, let f = max{i e I : i < j} and let j" = min{/ e I : i > j}, and let y¡ e g* be defined by [X, f] = y j(X)fj mod ((Vj")c), X e g. Set C, = kery7, \ < j < n. Fix ; G / and let U be the irreducible G-submodule of Wj canonically isomorphic to Vji I Vj. For each I e g* consider the equivalence relation on the affine set 7ij(l) + U c ¡Vj induced by the quotient space WjjG. It is known that there are essentially four "types" of such equivalence relations: (0) 7i7(l) + U meets each coadjoint orbit at at most one point, (1) tí¡(\) + U is contained in a single coadjoint orbit, (2) Uj(\) + U meets a one parameter family of orbits, each in a one dimensional affine subset, or (3) generically, 71/(1) + U meets a family of orbits parameterized by S° (here S° = {-1, 1}) if dim(J7) = 1, or S1 if dim(U) = 2. The types (2) and (3) will occur only if G is not nilpotent. In the type (3) case if dim(f7) = 1 , then (generically) the equivalence classes will be two open half lines, while if dim(£/) = 2, the equivalence classes are "exponential spirals" in U . For any s eG, 7tj(sl) + U has the same equivalence relation type as Uj(\) + U. We wish to define G-invariant layers in which, for each j, the equivalence relation type of 7r;([) + U is "constant." For each l G g*, and for any subset f) of gc, let h1 = {Y e qc : l([Y, X]) = 0, for all X ei)}, and set R(l, f)) = fj1 n f). Let L,(i) = s)-, 1 < j < n , and let R(\) -L"({). For each (, we define a subset of indices J¡ C {1,2,... , n} by Ji = {j : Lj(l) ¿ L;-i([)} • It is easily seen that J = {j : sj+R(\) ¿ sy_, +/?([)} • Let E = {Ji : I e g*} and for each J e E, let fij = {[ G g* : 7, = 7}. Each fi/ is a G-invariant algebraic set, and the set E has a total ordering such that for each J e E, U{fiy : J' < J} is a Zariski-open subset of g*. As is shown in [13] , there are semi-invariant polynomials {Qj : J e E} such that nj = {leg*:Qj,(l) = 0,J'<J,Qj(l)¿0}.
We now define for each j (1 < j < n) and leg', the "type" t,-(I) of I at j as follows: T;(l) = 0, if for every I' G 71/(1), Lr(V) = L,»(t'), License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
It can be seen from the proof of Proposition 5 in [17] that if dim(L,-.(l) n Cj/Ljn(i) n Cj) = 1, then dim(Lji(\)ILji>(\)) = 1 (hence x¡ is defined for all \), and that t,(() = 0 (resp. 1, 2, 3) if and only if the equivalence relation on 7T/(l) + U is of type (0) (resp. (1), (2) , (3)) (these facts will also follow from the sequel). Simple examples show that the functions x¡ are not necessarily constant on the layers fiy ; note however that for any [ g fi/, t,-(1) = 0 implies dim(7z_/»(Gl)) = dim(7T/'(Gl)) (hence j £ J), while x¡(\) = 1 implies dim(7r7"(Gl)) = dim(7tj>(Gi)) + j -j' (hence j e J). In order to obtain the desired layering, we shall first define a partition of each fiy into G-invariant algebraic sets in which the conditions t, ( so that h,-t n hfc_i(I) C hfc(I). Thus ik < j(ik). Similarly,
and so by definition, ik < ik+x . This proves the first statement of the lemma. To show that bd¡2(\) = p(l), it is enough to show containment one way. Let Z g R({, st) (some t) and suppose that Z G h*(l) for some k , 0 < k < d . We show that Z G h;t+i(0. If r < ik+\ > ¡hen by definition of ik+i, Z G sr n h¿(l) c Ä(I, Ml)) c hfc+i(0 , while if t > ik+i, then Z g R([, »,) n hfc(l) c (sr n hfc(I))1 n fe(0 c hfe+1(l).
Since Z G ho(0 = flc, it follows that Z G bjß(i).
Next we show that /'([) = {i\, i2, ... , id/2}, and for this it suffices to show that ik 0 7(1), 1 < k < d. But this follows from the fact that for each k < d , 
Now assume that a is not the minimal element of Aj and that for each a' < a, we have defined a polynomial function Pa/(l) such that fia-= {l G fi/ : The set {a : a e Aj , J e )} then has a total ordering < defined as follows: if a e Aj and a' G Aj* ; then a < a' when J < J', or if J = J', when a < a1. Now for each a e Aj , U{fiQ( :a'«a} = il:J2 QAV + 0/(0 ( £ MO ¿0 and the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
Remark. The above partition of fi/ into the sets {fiQ} has been considered in the nilpotent case by L. Pukanszky [18] and N. V. Pedersen [12] . Let J = {jr '■ 1 < r < d}, and let Mj(\) denote the skew-symmetric matrix
It is easily seen that the condition Pa(l) ^ 0 is equivalent to the condition that each of a certain set of minors of Mj(\) does not vanish. It follows that there is a covering {Oa} of Zariski-open subsets of fi/ , such that for each a, fia = fi/ ~ \J{Oa, : a' < a}.
Pukanszky's construction of the cross-section for fi//G requires this covering (cf. [18, Chapter II, p. 515]), though the cross-section is ultimately defined for all of fi//G. In the context of solvable groups however, the partition {fia} is necessary since the type functions x} may not be constant on the sets Oa . We shall see that in each fi", the condition that t7 be constant is a polynomial condition.
Fix J e E, J ¿ 0, I g fi/ and let d = dim(Gl). For each j e J n I, if j -j' -1 (resp. 7 -7' = 2) choose X¡ (resp. X¡, ^7-1) a basis of L/<(1) modulo Lj(\). Then the mapping Rd -» Gl given by
is a diffeomorphism. We shall give a construction which shows that for each set fia , there is a covering of fia by Zariski-open subsets O such that the Xj can be chosen so as to vary analytically with \ e O. This construction generalizes that of the proof of Lemma 1.1 of [4] ; unfortunately the extra complications encountered in the exponential case are considerable. (ii) For each leO, Xk(l) e sj{ikr ~ sj{iky , and Yk(l) e sf» ~ sf» . (iii) In this case j(ik) 0 / unless k e A4 and j(ik) -1 = j(ik+i), and if k<¿K4, then for each I e fiQ, Xk(l)~ e h*(l) ■ Proof. We proceed by induction on k = 1,2,... , d/2. Suppose that k = 1. We consider each case 1 G A, (0 < t < 5) separately.
Suppose that 1 G A0 . For each I e fia , set Yi(l) = Z,, , and write Z;(¡|) = X\ + iX2, where I,eg. Set Define, for ? = 1,2,
It is clear [-»0i,/(O is analytic on Ot (t=\,2) and that I -> (f>x, t(i)XXtt(i), Suppose that k > 1, and suppose that there is a finite cover Fq of fiQ consisting of Zariski open subsets, and having the properties described in the lemma for 1 < r < k -1. Thus for each O e Fo, and r, 1 < r < k -1, we have functions Yr and Xr from O into g and <f)r from O into S1 satisfying the properties set forth in the lemma, and if r 0 /', r £ A3, and Z7(ír) ^ Z7(¡r,), r' < r we have the function X~ on O as in the lemma.
For each r, 1 < r < k -1, I G fiQ , set
then we have gc = MO ® MO' • For each Z g gc let /9r(Z, I) be the projection of Z into Ml)1 parallel to MO • I* follows that for each Z G gc, and for each r, 1 < r < k -1, I -> pr(Z , Ï) is a rational mapping of fiQ into gc. Moreover it is easily seen that for each l g fia , (i) pr(-, l) maps gc into hr(i) and commutes with conjugation,
(ii) for each j = 1, 2, • • • , n and t G fiQ , pr(s¡, 1) c «7» , and (iii) if r 0 A4 , and if 7 g {/j, j2, ... , ir, j(i\), j(h), ... , j(ir)}, then pr(Zj, I) esj ~«7_1 . First we prove a fact which will be used several times in the sequel, namely, that for any r (1 < r < k), if r G A4, then 7OV+1) > j(ir)'. Setting p = pr-i(-,l), if 7'(ir+i) < Kh)', P{Zj(ir+l)) e hr_i(l) nS/(/ry C hr(l) nsj{iry , and p{Zir+x)e hr(0n«Jr+1 ; hence
We shall next verify the induction step considering each case k e K,, 0 < t < 5 , separately. We will show that there is a cover Fi having the properties described in the lemma for 1 < k' < k. We shall begin each case by implicitly fixing l G fia. When I is fixed, we set p = pk-i(-, i) if k g A5 and p = Pk-2(' > 0 if ^ G A5 for brevity of notation.
Case (0): keK0.
Here we let Fx = F0. Set Yk(l) = p(Zik), and set
Since Case ( 1 ): fcei). The proof here is similar to the proof in the case k = \ e Kx . Set
so that l([p(Zj(lk)), Z]) = 0. It is easily seen that Z e R(l, hi-i(O) ; the proof of this is similar to the case k = 1 e Kx and will be omitted here. 
and (a) Here the proof is similar to the proof given above when k -1, with Z,, , Zj(ix) replaced by p(Zik), p(Zj^), respectively, and using the properties of the mapping p . We omit the details. ) be the projection of Z into 6*(0' parallel to tk(l). The mapping pk : gc x fi" -» qc is rational, and it is easily seen that for each [ G fia .
(i) pk(-, I) maps Qc into hfc(0 and commutes with conjugation, (ii) for each j = \ ,2, ... , n and t G fi" , Pk(sj, I) C s7" , and (iii) if k e A4, and if j <¿ {ix ,i2, ... ,ik, j(ix), j(i2), ... , j(ik)}, then pk(Zj, l) esj ~s7_i.
The following corollary is immediate. We can now obtain for each j e J , I e fiQ , the basis of Lji(l)/Lj»(l) which varies analytically with leO, generalizing Lemma 1.1 of [4] . Now let j e J such that Xj -\. We consider the case 70/ and 7 + 1 e J , and show that yj(rj(l)) = yj(rj+x(l)) = 0, since otherwise 7 G /' and the proof that yj(rj(l) = 0 is a simplification of the proof in this case. Fix I e O. By Proposition 5 of [17] , there is a basis {Xx, X2} of Lj>(\) modulo L/»(0 consisting of elements belonging to the kernel C¡ of y¡. Since ik < j(ik) (1 < k < d/2), the only nontrivial cases are: (1) j = ik , j + 1 = ik+x , and (2) j + 1 = ik, j = j(ir) ■ We give the proof for (1); the proof in the other case is similar.
In ( Let us sum up what we have shown thus far with regard to the functions x¡ (t < j <n) on fiQ . For each j (1 < j < n), if j 0 J, if j = j(ik), for some k (1 < k < d/2), or if j = ik for some k e A2 U A3 U A4 U A5, then Xj is constant on fia . Now let k e Ko U Ai, let i = ik and j = j(ik). Lemma 1.7. Let I e fia, and let bx D h2 D ■ ■ ■ D bd/2 oe me polarizing sequence for I. Then x¡(l) = 3 if and only if sj n hi-i n C, = s7_i n h^-i n C,.
Prao/. Recall that dim(Lji(l)/Ljn(l)) = 1. Assume that s7 n h/t-i n C, ^ s7_i n bk-X n C , and let Z G «_,-n h/t-i n C, ~ s;_i . Set Z' = pk-X(Z, I) ; then by For the converse, assume that 8/ n bk-i n C = sy_! n h^-i n C, ; we will show that L,/(0 H C, = L,"(0 n Q . By definition of j, s;_i n h¿_i C bk , hence «z n Mi n Ci c^n C,. We show first that bk C C,. Let X = pk-X(Z¡, I), 7 
it follows that Xk(l) G L;_i([) ~ L,(l). Q.E.D.
We now complete the definition of the layering p. Let J e E, and a e Aj . Consider the set tpa of all j e J such that x¡ is not constant on fia . For each [ G fiQ , let C»a(0 = U £ 9a ■ T/(0 = 3}- 
Q.E.D.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2. The collective orbit structure Let G be a connected, simply connected exponential Lie group with Lie algebra g, let {Zx, Z2, ... , Z"} be a Jordan-Holder basis for gc which corresponds to a good basis of g, and let gc = sn D s"_i z> • • • D s0 = 0 be the corresponding Jordan-Holder sequence for gc. Let p be the partition of g* constructed in § 1. In this section we compute, for each layer fi G p, a crosssection Z C fi by proving a result (Proposition 2.5) analogous to Proposition 1.1, Chapter 2 of [18] . Thus Z is the image of a G-invariant analytic function P : fi -» fi. We then show that Z is in fact algebraic, and that when fi is the minimal (Zariski open) layer in p, that Z is a submanifold of g*.
Fix fi G p, fi = fia, ç,-, with J e j such that a e Aj . For each j, the function Xj is constant on fi. Define i = {j e J : Xj = 2} and <p = {j e J : t, = 3}. Note that <p' c (p . Let j e q>. Define the complex-valued nonsingular rational function qj as in § 1 ; as before we have the formula
The point of this first lemma is that forjetp, I e fi, the value l¡ of I at Zj is determined solely by 7r^_i (I) and the value of MO ■ Lemma 2. and so -MO-1 = t ~ M1')-1 > which gives the result. Q.E.D.
For each j, 1 < j < n, let pj denote the character of G defined by Pj(s) = exp(yj(log(s))), seG. Let l G fi and let j etp . Let U be the irreducible submodule of Wy> canonically isomorphic to Vy¡Vy< . The following lemma clarifies the G-quotient space structure of itj«(f) + U and in particular identifies the unique "singular" point in 7Ty"(0 + U. Now if fi is the minimal layer, then the generic points in ii ¡n (0 + U must be contained in %y< (fi). We do not know if this is the case for the singular layers. However, the following shows that this is always the case if dim(t/) = 2. Note that T(Q) is homeomorphic to a product n^' > where i = 0 or 1.
Let T e T(Q). Suppose that for each j = j G i, we have a smooth function Xj = Z/(zi, *2, •• •, Zj-i) into PS1 . For each (z\, z2, ... , z7_.), let /?7(zi, z2, ... , Z/_i) CC be the R-subspace of C "through" Xj(zi, z2,..., z¡-\). Let Tx = {(zi, z2, ... , zh)eT : for each j ei, z¡ e Rj(zx, z2, ..., z;_i)}.
Then Tx is a submanifold of T. Proposition 2.6. There is a G-invariant partition of g* into algebraic sets fi such that for each such set fi, there are n analytic functions {Pj} in h + n complex variables zx, z2, ... , zh, lx, l2, ... , l" and indices J = {7,}, 1 c J, <p C J with 1 < 7i < 72 < • • • < ja < n, having the following properties. (3) For each j, P¡(z, l) depends only on those zm for which jm < j.
(4) Let l G fi and let z g T(l)x . Then for each j, Pj(z, l) = Pj(z, si).
Proof. Let p be the layering of g* define above; each fi e p is an algebraic subset of g* (defined by explicit polynomials). Now let / G j, J ^ 0, and write J = {jx < j2 < ••■ < Jd} ■ Let a e Aj and <p e ûa and fix fi = fiQi 9 . Define / c J as above. Let F be the covering of fiQ as in Lemma 1.3. Fix l G fi and let O e F such that l G O. Set gk(x, 1) = exp(xrjk(I)), x e R, 1 < k < d, and set g(t ,l) = gx (ii, l)g2(t2, 1) ■ ■ ■ gd(td, 0 » te Rd.
For each j e J, let MO = M MO) » ieO; for each 7, b¡ is an analytic function on O. The proof of Proposition 5 in [17] shows that for each leO, Gl = {g(t, 1)1: te Rd}, and g(t, 1)1 = £ßj(i, \)fj where the Qj satisfy the following:
( 1 ) Qj(t, I) = 0 (tx,t2, ... ,tk) where k is such that 7, < 7 < jk+x, where F denotes the analytic function defined by F(z) = (ez -\)/z , and (3) if7 = 7, G J' and dim(Ly(l)/Lj"(l)) = 2, then Qj(t, I) = (Zj(l)tk + zJ+x(l)tk+x)exp(Lj(t, l)) + Sj(t, l).
In each case (2) and (3), LJk (t ,1) is a linear form in tx, i2, ... , tk_x (L7l (/, l) = 0) ; in fact we have
Thus by construction of rjr(l) (1 < r < k -1), Lj(t, I) depends only on 7T/M0 • F01" each I, the function Sjk(t, I) depends only on tx, t2, ... , tk_x , and for each 7 , S¡(t, I) is of the form Thus Cj(t, l)ilm(Cj(t, l)~lQj(t, I)) depends only on tx, t2, ... , tk-X . Note also that by Lemma 2.3, p(c¡(t, I)) = Çj(gx(tx, l)g2(t2, I) ■ ■ ■ gk-\(tk-\, 1)1).
Finally if Xj■ -3, set
Note that in this latter case, zm = qj(g(t, l)0_1 • 1° anY case, the properties of the functions Qj above (and that fact that G is exponential) allow us to solve for each tk in terms of I, zm and the variables tx, t2, ... , tk_x . Thus we can solve for tk in terms of I and the complex variables zx, z2, ... , zm where jm < jk < Jm+i ■ We write tk = 0,(z, I) and substitute into Qx to obtain Pi, Q2 to obtain P2, and so on. Thus For each fixed (zx, z2, ... , zm_x), zm runs through Rj(zx, z2, ... , zm_[, l) the R-subspace corresponding to ^-(zi, z2, ... , zm_j, l).
In this way, we obtain analytic functions Pi, P2, ... , P" satisfying conditions (2) and (3) above. Moreover, for each I e O, the mapping I -► Y^Pj(z, l)fj is a diffeomorphism of T(l)x with the orbit of I, and by Lemma 2.4, the set T(i)x is independent of choice of O e F . We need to show that the set r(l)^ depends only on the orbit of I, that for each z e T(l)x fixed, Pj(z, •) is G-invariant (1 < j < n), and that this construction is independent of the open set O e F chosen above. We prove that T(l)x depends only on the orbit of I by showing that for each jm e J1 the set {(zx, z2, ... , zm) : (zx, z2, ... , zh) e T(l)x} depends only on the orbit of I. As usual this is done by induction. Let jm £ J' ■ Suppose that the set {(zi, z2, ... , zm-\) : (zx, z2, ... , zh) e T(l)x} depends only on the orbit of I. We may assume that j e i. Let z belong to this set; we show that Xj(z, 0 = Xj(z, si). We have Xj(z, 0 = M#p)M0 and by Lemma 2.4, Xj(z, si) = M*ó%(J0 = M¿o'')C/(Q • By induction Xj-iiV) = ;i/_i(H> hence g()7ij-l(í) = g¡js7ij-X(Í). By Lemma 2.5, log(#0_1g0'.s) G Cj, and hence M So) = Vj(g'¿s). Hence we have Xj(z, 0 = Mz> 50 and the set {(zi, z2, ... , zm) :(zx, z2, ... , Zh) e T(ï)x} depends only on the orbit of I. Now fix z = (zx, z2, ... , zn) e T(l)x . We show that for each j, nyi(\') = 7Tj"(l"), by induction on j . We may assume that j g" I" . Suppose that 7 = 1; we consider the two cases (1) We now apply Lemma 2.1 to obtain that Px(z, I) -Px(z, si), hence n(l') = 71(1"). Now suppose that j > 1 and that 7t;_i(l') = 7T/_i(l"). Let U be the irreducible submodule of W¡ canonically isomorphic with Vy/Vy,. We again consider the two cases: (1) j & J , (2) j e J.
Case (1) . Since j 0 J, either x¡■■ = 0, or x¡ = 3. In the first case, since n(l') and 7t(l") lie in the same G-orbit in Wj , and 7ij-X(l') -7t;_i(l"), we have TT(l') = Gln(7T7_i(0 + U) = Gln(7lj-i(l") + U) = 71(f).
On the other hand, If x}■ = 3, then letting l0 e n(l') + U be defined as in Lemma 2.3, we have (by Lemma 2.3), Tt(l') = l0 = Ml").
Case (2) . First suppose that x¡ = 1 . We have j = jm e J' ; hence P¡(z, l) = Pj(z,sl) = zm so that Tt(l') = ?W0 + 2Re(zmfj) = 7tj-i(l") + 2Re(zmfj) = 71(1").
Suppose next that x¡■■ = 2. Recall that for some k ( 1 < k < d), Xj(z, 1) = p(Cj(<&x(zx, 0,O2(z,, z2, I), ... ,0,_,(z,, z2, ... , zm_i, l), I)).
Since Cj(t', l)ilm(Cj(t', l)~lQj(t', I)) depends only on t\,t2, ... , tk-\ , we have Pj(z,l) = zm + Sj(z,l),
where Sj(z, I) depends only on zx , z2, ... , zm_i . Similarly, Pj(z,sl) = zm+Sj(z,sl).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use As above we write J' -{jx < j2 < ■ ■■ < jn} and recall that <p = {j e J : Xj = 3} c J'. For each T e T(Q), set fir = {l G fi: for each jm e <p, qjm(l)~l e Tm} ■ A cross-section Z^ of fir is given by fixing z G T as follows. Now from the definition of Z we have 7r7"(l) G 7r7"(Z) iff Re(c;(l)_10) = 0 where
we conclude that 7iy(\) e 7t;"(Z) if and only if Re((yi -172)17) = 0. But Remark. If G is nilpotent, then for each j (1 < 7 < n) x}■ = 0 or 1, and the index sets 1 and tp are empty. Thus the usual cross-section Z = fi n V is obtained.
Finally, we describe the structure of the layer fi. Let W(Çi)= £ Rc + ^R^,. (1 < 7 < ») be the dual basis in g*, and let /} = Z* (1 < 7 < n) be the dual basis in g*. Let the subsets I, V, and I" of {1, 2, ... , n} be defined as above. Then there is a finite partition p of g*, computable in terms of the above Jordan-Holder basis, with the following properties: (a) each fi G p ¿s G-invariant, (b) for a given fi G p, the dimension of the coadjoint orbits in fi ¿s constant, and Xj is constant on fi, 1 < j < n, Theorem 2.9. Let G be a connected, simply connected exponential solvable Lie group with Lie algebra g. Then there is a dense open subset U of G~ such that U has the structure of a differentiable manifold. Proof. Fix a good basis for g, and the corresponding Jordan-Holder basis of Qc. Let p be the partition of Theorem 2.7, and let fi be the minimal element of p. We show that the cross-section Z for fi is a submanifold of g*.
Recall that Z is the range of the analytic G-invariant function P on fi defined by P(l) = Z7Py(z(l), l)f. We need to show that the rank of P at each I is constant (= n -dim(Gl)). This is verified as follows. Assume that for some 7 0 /" , n y o P has constant rank and let l G fi. We show that if j & J, then rank(7r;" o P) = rank(7r;-o P) + j" -j', while if j e J , then (1) if Xj -I, then rank^» o P) = rank(7t^ o P), Note that for l G fi, Im(I3/(l] + /l2)) ^ 0. It is easily seen that for each X e Z and rxex + xxe¡ + x2^7 + x3e9 G IF, if Im(l3/(I, -1-/l2)) > 0 then 6,(8.^(nei + xxes + x2e7 + x3e9, X)) = (rxex + xxe5 + x2e7 + x3e9, X), while if Im(l3/(li + il2)) < 0 then e^e^rii-i -r-xie5 + x2^7-i-x3e9, X)) = (rxex -xxe5 -x2e7 + x3<?9, X).
Concluding remarks
The layering p and a computable cross-section for each layer in p can be obtained for other classes of Lie groups. However, there seems to be no version of Proposition 2.6 for any general class of nonexponential groups. (This is due in part to the fact that stabilizers are not connected, and hence there may be [ G g* such that MO + U n Tij(Gl) is not simply connected.) Therefore the exponential case appears to be the most general case for which an analogue of Proposition 1.1, Chapter II of [18] holds. For general solvable groups the plan is simple to state: determine layers where the orbit structure in the affine sets MO + U is consistent, then compute a cross-section for the coadjoint orbits inductively. The main problem with this is that in general it is difficult to give a reasonable (or useful) description of the layers and their cross-sections. We believe such a description can be obtained for the class of algebraic solvable Lie groups. We shall address this case in a subsequent paper (with R. Penney).
In another direction, the extension of these results to arbitrary exponential solvable Lie group actions appears quite possible. The main problem here is extending Lemma 1.3; some technical details remain to be worked out.
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